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a b s t r a c t

We analyze a graphene tunneling transit-time device based on a heterostructure with a lateral p–i–n

junction electrically induced in the graphene layer and calculate its ac characteristics. Using the

developed device model, it is shown that the ballistic transit of electrons and holes generated due to

interband tunneling in the i-section results in the negative ac conductance in the terahertz frequency

range. The device can serve as an active element of terahertz oscillators

& 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Theoretical predictions and experimental observations of
unique properties of graphene-based structures, in particular,
the possibility of ballistic electron and hole transport in fairly
large samples at room temperatures (see, for instance, Refs. [1–3])
stimulate proposals of novel graphene electron and optoelectron
devices. In this paper, we consider a tunneling transit-time device
based on a gated graphene with electrically induced lateral p–i–n
junction and present the device dynamic characteristics, the
frequency dependences of the real and imaginary parts of the ac
conductance, calculated using the developed device model. In the
graphene tunneling transit-time (G-TUNNETT) device under
consideration, the depleted i-section of the graphene layer play
the role of both the tunneling injector and the transit region at the
same time.

Extending the device model used by us recently [4] (mainly by
the inclusion into the consideration of the nonuniformity of the
electric field in the i-section and the possibility of the self-
excitation of plasma oscillations in the gated p- and n-sections),
we show that the G-TUNNETT can exhibit negative ac conduc-
tance in the terahertz (THz) range of frequencies and, hence, serve
as an active element in THz oscillators.
ll rights reserved.
2. Device model and terminal ac conductance

The G-TUNNETT structure under consideration is shown
schematically in Fig. 1(a). It is assumed that the gate–source
voltage (Vpo0) and the drain–gate voltage (Vn40) are applied.
This results in creating the hole and electron two-dimensional
systems (with the Fermi energy eF), i.e., the p- and n-regions in
the channel sections under the pertinent gates. Under the reverse
source–drain voltage (V 40), a lateral p–i–n junction is formed,
which corresponds to the band diagram shown in Fig. 1(b).
It is assumed that apart from a dc component V040 which
corresponds to a reverse bias, the net source–drain voltage V

comprises also an ac component dVexpð-iotÞ: V ¼ V0þ

dVoexpð-iotÞ, where dVo and o are the signal amplitude and
frequency, respectively.

The probability of interband tunneling in graphene is a fairly
sharp function of the angle between the direction of the electron
(hole) motion and the x-direction (from the source to the drain)
[5]. Taking this into account, we disregard some spread in the
x-component of the velocity of the injected electrons and assume
that all the generated electrons and holes propagate in the
x-direction with the velocity vxCvW , where vW C108 cm=s is
the characteristic velocity of the electron and hole spectra in
graphene. Considering the formula for the interband tunneling
probability [5], we assume that the rate of the local tunneling
generation of electron hole pairs G=2lpE3=2, where 2l is the length
of the depleted i-section and E is the electric field in the i-section.
In the structures with the spacing between the top gates
DbWt ; ls, where Wt is the thickness of the layers separating the
graphene layer and the gates and ls is the characteristic screening
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Fig. 1. Structure of a G-TUNNETT device (a) and its band diagram under the

reverse bias (b). Arrows with wavy tail indicate the directions of propagation of

the generated electrons and holes generated due to interband tunneling.
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Fig. 2. Real part of the ac conductance ssd
o versus the signal frequency f ¼o=2p

calculated for uniform (a) and strongly nonuniform (b) electric-field spatial

distributions in the i-section for different lengths of i-section: solid lines

correspond to 2l¼ 0:5mm (t¼ 0:25 ps) and dashed lines correspond to

2l¼ 0:7mm (t¼ 0:35 ps).
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lengths, one can assume 2lCD (as for the problem of screening in
two-dimensional electron and hole systems, see, for instance,
Refs. [6,7]). One can expect that this is valid when the dc
conductivity of the p- and n-sections is much higher than the dc
conductivity of the intrinsic graphene. Actually, the length of the
depleted high-electric field i-section 2l depends also on V0.
However, we disregard this effect. In the case of ballistic electron
and hole transport in the i-section when the generated electrons
and holes do not change the directions of their propagation,
the continuity equations governing the ac components of the
electrons and holes densities dS-

o and dSþo can be presented as

-iodS8
o 7vW

ddS8
o

dx
¼

3G0

4l

dVo

V0
: ð1Þ

Here G0 ¼ G0ðxÞ and dGo are the dc and ac components of the local
tunneling rate, respectively. The boundary conditions are as
follows: dS8

o jx ¼ 8 l ¼ 0.
We shall consider Eq. (1) in the following two limiting cases:

(a) the nonuniformity of the electric field in the i-section is
insignificant, so that the components of the latter can be
estimated as E0CV0=2l and dEoCdVo=2l, and (b) the electric
field exhibits strong maxima near the edges of the n- and
p-sections. In the former case, the tunneling generation of
electrons and holes takes place in the whole i-section, whereas
in the latter case, the electrons and holes are primarily generated
at the points jxjt l.

Solving Eq. (2) in the case ‘‘a’’ and using the Shockley-Ramo
theorem for the induced current, the real and imaginary parts of
the ac (dynamic) component of the source–drain (terminal)
conductance ssd

o ¼ dJsd
o =dVo can be presented as

Ressd
o ¼

3s0

2

sinðotÞ
ot J 0ðotÞ; ð2Þ

Imssd
o ¼

3s0

2

1-cosðotÞJ 0ðotÞ
ot

-cot
� �

: ð3Þ

Here s0 ¼ J0=V0 is the dc conductance, J0 is the dc current,
c¼ 2C=3s0t, C is the lateral p–i–n junction capacitance, J 0ðxÞ is
the Bessel function, and t¼ l=vW is the characteristic transit time
of electrons and holes across the i-section. In the case ‘‘b’’, instead
of Eq. (3), we arrive at

Ressd
o ¼

3s0

2
cosðotÞJ 0ðotÞ; ð4Þ
Imssd
o ¼

3s0

2
½sinðotÞJ 0ðotÞ-cot�: ð5Þ

Fig. 2 shows the real part of the ac conductance ssd
o (normalized

by its ac value) as a function of the signal frequency f ¼o=2p
calculated for G-TUNNETTs with 2l¼ 0:5 and 0:7mm (this
corresponds to t¼ 0:25 and 0.35 ps, respectively) and using
Eqs. (3) and (5). As seen, the real part of the ac conductance
exhibits a pronounced oscillatory behavior with the frequency
ranges where it has different signs. The real part of the ac
conductance can be negative in the THz range of frequencies in
the G-TUNNETT structures with the i-section length only
moderately smaller than 1mm. As follows from Eq. (3) and
Fig. 2 in the case ‘‘a’’, the relative value of the real part of the ac

conductance, corresponding to the first minima, for l¼ 0:25mm is

Ressd
o ¼ 2pf1

=s0C-0:034 at the frequency o=2p¼ f1C1:75 THz

and Ressd
o ¼ 2pf1

=s0C-0:141 at the frequency o=2p¼ f1C1:25

THz in the case ‘‘b’’, respectively. At V0 ¼ 0:2 V, one can obtain

s0C3� 1012 s-1 and Ressd
o ¼ 2pf1

C-1� 1011 s-1. In the case ‘‘b’’,

Eq. (5) (see also Fig. 2) for the same parameters and the same

dc current yields f1C1:25 THz;Ressd
o ¼ 2p f1

=s0C-0:141, and

Ressd
o ¼ 2pf1

C-4� 1011 s-1. A significant difference in the absolute

values of Ressd
o ¼ 2pf1

=s0 in the limiting cases under consideration

is associated with the following. In the case ‘‘a’’, there is a marked

spread Dttr in the transit times of electrons and holes generated at

different points of the i-section: DtðaÞtr Ct. However, in the case

‘‘b’’, DtðbÞtr 5t, so that the oscillations of Reso are more

pronounced. Smaller value of f1 in the case ‘‘b’’ is due a longer

average transit time: tðbÞtr C2t, while tðaÞtr Ct.
3. Self-excitation of plasma oscillations

The fundamental plasma frequency in the gated p- and
n-sections, in which the spectrum of the plasma waves is a
sound-like with the characteristic velocity s and the characteristic

plasma frequency O¼ ps=2ðL-lÞ. At sufficiently high gate voltages
when the electron (hole) Fermi energy in the n-section (p-section)

eF ¼ ð‘vW=2
ffiffiffi
2
p
Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
æVt=eW t

p
bkBT , one obtains sC

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2e2WteF=æ‘ 2

q
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Fig. 3. Qualitative view of spatial distributions of the ac potential for asymme-

trical and symmetrical modes.
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4vW [8], where 2L is the spacing between the source and drain

contacts, T is the temperature, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Since the plasma frequency in graphene can be rather large
(owing to a large s), the condition ooO assumed above can be
easily fulfilled for the signal frequencies in the THz range (as well
as the condition oCO) by a proper choice of the device structure
length 2L and the gate voltage Vt . Indeed, setting, for example,

s¼ 8� 108 cm=s, and L-l¼ 1mm, one can obtain O=2p¼ 4 THz.
If the frequencies f1, f2; . . . ; which correspond to the pertinent

minimum in the Reso versus o dependence, are far from the
resonant plasma frequency O=2p, the quasi-neutral p- and
n-sections serve as the highly conducting contacts. However,
when f1 �O=2p (or f2 �O=2p), i.e., when the frequency of the
plasma oscillations falls into the range where Ressd

o o0, the hole
and electron systems in the gated p- and n-sections, respectively,
can play the role of the plasma resonators [9]. In this situation, the
self-excitation of the plasma oscillations (plasma instability) can
be possible [10]. Indeed, taking into account that the Drude
conductance of the gated p- and n-sections is equal to
sD
o ¼ sD

0 ½i=ðoþ inÞt�, where sD
0 ¼ ðe

2pF=p‘ 2
Þ½l=ðL-lÞ� is the charac-

teristic Drude dc conductance of the gated graphene section with
the Fermi momentum pF and n is the frequency of hole and
electron collisions with defects and acoustic phonons, one can
arrive at the following dispersion equation for the plasma
oscillations in the gated p- and n-sections with the frequency o:ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

o
oþ in

r
cot

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
oðoþ inÞ

p
2O

� ¼ iRF ðotÞ;
"

ð6Þ

where R¼ s0=sD
0 ¼ ð6‘

2s0=e2pF Þ½ðL-lÞ=l�, F ðotÞ ¼ sinðotÞJ 0ðotÞ,
and F ðotÞ ¼ ðotÞcosðotÞJ 0ðotÞ in the cases ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’,
respectively. Using the expression for the dc tunneling current
[4], R can be expressed via the dc source–drain voltage V0 and
the electron and hole density in the gated sections S0 as

R¼ ð3=23=2p3Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðeV0=vW lS0‘ Þ

p
½ðL-lÞ=l� (since it is assumed that

the dc voltage drops primarily across the depleted i-section,

the R51). Assuming that S0 ¼ 5� 1011 cm-2, l¼ 0:25mm,

L-l¼ 2:35mm, (for s¼ 6� 108 cm=s, this corresponds to

f ¼ 1:25 THzÞ and V0 ¼ 0:2-0:8 V, one obtains RC0:16-0:32. Here
we have neglected the contribution of electrons and holes in the
i-section to its capacitance as well as the geometrical capacitance
of this section, which are small in comparison with the gated
p- and n-sections capacitance. When Obn (i.e., Q ¼ 4O=pnb1),
Eq. (7) yields ReoC ð2n-1ÞO, where n¼ 1;2;3; . . . is the plasma
mode index. Simultaneously, from Eq. (6) we obtain the following
expressions for the damping/growth rate g¼ Imo of plasma
oscillations (with n¼ 1): g¼ -n=2-ROF ðOtÞp for the oscillations

with the asymmetrical distribution of the ac potential djo
corresponding to the upper curve in Fig. 3 with the in-plane ac

electric field in the i-section (-loxo l) dEoa0 (the phases of
oscillation in the p- and n-sections are opposite), and gC-n=2 for
the oscillations (damped) with the symmetrical distributions

of the ac potential (see the lower curve in Fig. 3) and dEo ¼ 0.
Using this, we arrive at the following condition of the plasma

oscillations self-excitation: Q 42½RjminF ðOtÞj�-1. As follows
from the latter inequality, the self-excitation of plasma
oscillations (plasma instability) can occur if their quality factor

Q is sufficiently large. Setting jminF ðOtÞj ¼ 0:28, and
R¼ 0:16-0:32, we obtain that Q should be fairly large:

Q 425-50. The latter requires nt ð1-2Þ � 1011 s-1. As a result,
the self-excitation of the plasma oscillations in the G-TUNNETTs
under consideration is possible only in sufficiently perfect
graphene layers.
4. Conclusions

We demonstrated that the G-TUNNETT under consideration
can exhibit the negative terminal dynamic conductivity in the THz
range of frequencies due to the tunneling and transit-time effects
in its i-section. Owing to this, G-TUNNETTs can be used in THz
oscillators with a complementary resonant cavity. The generation
of THz radiation is also possible due to the self-excitation of the
plasma oscillations in the device p- and n-sections.
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